Why Am I Boycotting Strathmore Hall?
by
Mark R. Adelman, Kensington Heights
Why, and who cares? Well you might care, and this opinion piece should
explain why. I've been a resident of Montgomery County for about a quarter of a
century. My wife and I recognized early on that the Strathmore Hall Arts Center
was a wonderful resource and we patronized it early and extensively. We became
members of the Association, attended concerts (both the free ones in the summer
and the subscription series throughout the year), patronized the gift shop, and
touted Strathmore's values to all who would listen. It was a no-brainer: a gem in
our midst!
Alas, perhaps all good things must come to an end. Those in the know
decided that Strathmore must grow. An ambitious plan for expanded facilities was
crafted and funded by a "public/private" partnership. And - if you've been following
the news - you know the rest: cost overruns, arguments about who was/was not
fulfilling their part of the agreement. Battles of the Titans. And disappointment for
the little people - like me. Bottom line? Strathmore Hall isn't fun anymore. I
dropped our membership, stopped purchasing series tickets, nor longer attend the
free summer concerts, and do not recommend Strathmore to anyone. It is too big,
too much of a drain on our limited County resources. It is part of the growing
monstrosity that 355 has become, thanks to our County Executive and a
succession of County Council members too weak to block his efforts to pave our
County. At a time when our "leaders" are explaining why we cannot keep up our
schools, cannot maintain our roads, cannot fund the little programs that are so vital
to the least strong amongst us, Strathmore Hall is just another example of how the
Titans do not get it.
The latest lament is that, unless the Council supplies "just a little more"
funding for the Strathmore Boondoggle, it will come to a grinding halt - a bald
example of how Montgomery County has lost its will to get things done. Well I don't
agree. Let Strathmore stay unfinished. If the "private patrons" who promised major
contributions to a public/private partnership fail to deliver on their promises, let
Strathmore stay what it is - an unfinished testimony to over-reaching and failure to
understand that sometimes the "little" is more important than the big. Whatever
happens to Strathmore, I really do not care. I won't patronize it and I strenuously
object to spending one more dollar of public monies on it, at a time when we are
facing so many far more pressing needs. Strathmore is now about greed, and
hubris, and "devil take the hindmost". So that is the answer to "Why Am I Boycotting
Strathmore Hall?". Which raises the follow-up question: Why Aren't YOU
Boycotting Strathmore Hall?
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